
Air Mist is a powerful air freshener
that uses modern day technology to
remove bad smells quickly, 
replacing them with lovely natural 
smells without using propellents.

What is Air Mist?
Air Mist is a hard working and safe odour suppressor that
can deal with the most extreme odour situations. 
The safe yet efficient mixture of essential oils and food
grade ingredients dispensed as a fine mist which remains 
airbourne whilst combating smells. Air Mist comes in a
choice of scents.

How does Air Mist work?
Firstly clever sensory blockers help the brain ignore 
unpleasant malodours whilst replacing them with the finest
of natures fragrances.
Air Mist is ideal as an instant relief for bad smells 
remaining in the air to freshen areas for longer periods. 
Air Mist will also give relief to fabrics and carpets.

How do you use Air Mist?
Air Mist comes prepacked in specialised Air Mist 
dispensers. These are non-pressurised propellant free 
airless spray bottles delivering an aerosol quality spray in
an eco friendly way.
The dispenser will work at any angle and will not leak, 
ensuring that the most difficult situations can be dealt with.
Continue to use Air Mist untill all the Air Freshener is used.
Refill if required or reuse with any of Red Rag’s liquid
range. 
Because particles remain airbourne, please read the
MSDS sheets of any chemical before using them through
the Air Mist dispenser.

Key features and benefits of 
Air Mist?

Heavy-duty formulation suppresses bad smells and 
refreshes instantly.

Natural but highly-concentrated essential oils provide a
pleasing fragrance.

Highly innovative Air Mist dispenser.
Environmentally friendly - Does not use any ozone 

damaging gasses in the reusable Air Mist spray container.
Sprays at any angle.
Freshens fabrics and carpets. 
A range of natural fragrances.
Airless spray stops contamination and increases shelf

life.

How to get the best results?
To freshen a room simply give Airmist a spray in each of
the four corners of the room and let the fine mist circulate
dealing with bad smells and replacing them with a lovely
natural scent. 
Concentrate the spray of Air Mist in specific problem
areas.
Order a refill 1 litre bottle or use the empty spray bottle for
another application.

Air Mist
A fast working air freshener in a revolutionary 
environmentally friendly spray container.

best in it’s field - no bull!
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The IM Group utilises a process of continuous product improvement for all of our products. While we do strictly adhere to our products’ specifications, we routinely implement product
improvements. Therefore, please contact us for our most current product specifications. IM Group warrants the quality of this product when used according to directions. User shall
determine suitability of product for use and assumes all risk. The seller will not accept liability for more than product replacement. 
Trademark(s): is a wholly owned subsidiary and registered trademark of the IM Group. 
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